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Abstract. Several Romance languages show restrictions on combinations of third person
direct and indirect object clitics (Bonet 1995) and combinations of such clitics involving
local person direct objects (the Person Case Constraint (PCC), Bonet 1991, 1994). The
former have received morphological analyses, while the later have recently been treated as
syntactic. A unified, syntactic analysis of both of these restrictions is developed by extend-
ing existing analyses of the PCC. Person restrictions are derived in a syntactic configura-
tion where DO bleeds person licensing on IO. A more complex syntactic representation
of third person is proposed. The starting point for the investigation is Barcelonı́ Catalan,
which evades both restrictions by not realizing person morphology on third person indirect
objects. The proposal is subsequently extended to Spanish,in particular restrictions on
animate direct objects pronouns in some varieties of leı́sta Spanish (Ormazabal & Romero
2007). The syntactic proposal combines with the proposal for the semantics and pragmat-
ics of person features in Sauerland (2004, 2008) to derive interpretive aspects of the leı́sta
Spanish data.
Keywords: PCC, opaque clitics, syntax-morphology interface, Spuriousse.

1. Introduction

This paper explores the division of labor between syntax andmorphology in giving rise to
restrictions on clitic combinations in Barcelonı́ Catalan(‘BC’). Two such restrictions will
be discussed here: the Person Case Constraint (PCC Bonet 1991, 1994), a restriction on
clitic combinations containing local-person (‘1/2’) clitics (§2.1) and what I will be calling
3-3-Effects, restrictions on combinations of third-person clitics, ‘3-clitics,’ (§2.2). Early ac-
counts of the PCC and 3-3-Effects (PCC: Bonet 1991, 1994, 3-3-Effects: Perlmutter 1971,
Bonet 1995) treated both as a morphological restrictions that ban certain combinations of
affixes. More recently (e.g. Anagnostopoulou 2003, Béjar &Rezac 2003), the PCC has
been analyzed as a syntactic restriction that arises from the competition of two goals, the
direct and the indirect object, for agreement with the same probe, while 3-3-Effects are still
widely considered to be morphological (e.g. Nevins 2007). This paper seeks to once again
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unify the treatment of the two restrictions, but in syntactic terms, applying the analysis
developed for the PCC to 3-3-Effects.

The starting point for this investigation is the observation that BC repairs third per-
son indirect objects (IOs) in PCC-contexts as well as 3-3-Effects by realizing them without
person marking as bare dative case markers. Based on these facts I argue that person re-
strictions arise in a syntactic structure where the direct object bleeds person licensing of
the indirect object, a complex, syntactic representation of third person, and a very direct
relation between syntax and morphology. This allows a unified account of the two restric-
tions in BC, that extends to 3-3-Effects in Standard Spanish(Spurious se) and restrictions
on animate direct object (DO) clitics in leı́sta Spanish (Ormazabal & Romero 2007).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows, §2 introduces the data from
BC and develops the empirical generalization that person marking on DO bleeds person
marking on IO. §3 develops an unified account of PCC and 3-3-Effects. §4 discusses dif-
ferences between 3-3-Effects and PCC and extends the systemof person features to account
for them. §5 shows how the system developed in §4 handles the absence of morphological
3-3-Effects in French as well as restrictions on third person in Standard and leı́sta Spanish.

2. Two Kinds of Person Restrictions

2.1 The Person Case Constraint

The PCC is a ban on first- and second-person clitics or agreement markers in the presence
of indirect object clitics/agreement markers. It comes in two varieties. TheStrong PCC
bans 1/2-DOs in the presence of indirect object clitics of any person, (1). Only the person
specification of DO, but not that of IO, is relevant for the Strong PCC.

(1) Strong PCC: If DAT then ACC-3rd. (Bonet 1994:35)

The weak variant, (2), allows 1/2-DOs as long as IO is also 1/2. The Weak PCC is sensitive
to the person specification of both DO and IO.

(2) Weak PCC: If DAT-3rd then ACC-3rd. (Bonet 1994:41)

In BC, the PCC asserts itself in the impossibility of the combination of a first-person clitic
meand the 3-cliticli in (3). Such banned combinations are possible, however, if the dative
clitic is realized as /i/ instead of /li/.

(3) Me
me.ACC

{* li ,
{3DAT,

/i/}
DAT}

ha
has

recomanat
recommended

la
the

senyora Bofill
Mrs. Bofill

‘Mrs Bofill has recommended me to him/her.’ (composite of Bonet 1994:33, 48)

/i/ will be referred to as theopaquerealization of IO, /li/ as thetransparentrealization. /i/
is homophonous with the locative clitic in Catalan, and its appearance in PCC contexts has
been analyzed as that (e.g. Rezac 2007), but Bonet (1991, 2008) argues instead that it is the
realization of dative case without person marking. Under this interpretation of (3), 3-IOs
can ‘survive’ PCC by not realizing the person marker.
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An opaque clitic repair is not available when IO is first or second person, (4a). In-
stead, the banned combination in (4b) is repaired by a strongpronoun witha, (4c). Example
(4c) is ambiguous between an interpretation wherea mi is DO or IO.

(4) a. * Et
2ACC

/i/
DAT

van recomanar
recommended.3PL

‘They recommended you to me’ (acceptable under an interpretation of /i/ as 3)

b. * Te
2

’m
1

van recomanar
recommended.3PL

per
for

la
the

feina
job

‘They recommended me to you [. . . ]’ or ‘They recommended you to me [. . . ]’
(acceptable to speakers with Weak PCC Bonet 1991:179)

c. Et
2

van recomanar
recommended.3PL

a
to

mi
me

i. ‘They recommended me to you’

ii. ‘They recommended you to me’
(Bonet 1995:205)

No account will be offered for how strong pronoun repairs work, only for why the relevant
structures need repairing, and why they cannot be repaired like (3) or (4a). The contrast
between (3) and (4) raises a questions about the strong PCC and sensitivity to the person
features of the indirect object. BC has the strong PCC, (3) vs. (4a), which under the for-
mulation in (1) is insensitive to the exact person specification of IO. The different repairs
in (3) and (4), however, show that BC is sensitive to the person specification on IO just like
weak PCC languages.

PR
[

NUM:✓
PER :✓

] IO
[

DAT:✓
PER:✓

]
DO

[
NUM:✓
(PER:✗)

]

Step 2

Step 1

Table 1: PCC in an Anagnos-
topoulou-style account.

Accounts of the PCC following Anagnostopoulou
(2003) derive it from two goals, DO and IO, competing for
thePERson andNUMber features of one probe (PR) located
above IO, as in Table 1. The accounts also rely on partic-
ular assumptions aboutφ -features. All 1/2-pronouns have
syntactically active person features. These features have
to be checked in the syntax, otherwise leading to a crash.
Third person on the other hand is represented differently
on IO and DO. 3-IOs are generally assumed to bear per-
son features, but 3-DOs either bear no person features (Anagnostopoulou 2003), or their
person features can be valued by default as a result of licensing number (Béjar & Rezac
2003). Valuing the probe’s features happens in two steps. Inthe first step, thePER-feature
AGREEs with IO, in a second stepNUM AGREEs with DO. When DO is 3, this is sufficient
to license it. When it is first or second person, itsPER-feature remains unchecked leading
to a crash.

The Catalan data in (3) and (4) raise two questions wrt this picture. One relates to
locality. PCC is attributed to a failure to license person features. The absence of person
features in grammatical PCC-configurations like (3) fits this proposal. The structure in
Table 1, however, predicts absence of person licensing in the wrong place, DO instead of
IO. A second question concerns the granularity of person specifications. Accounts of the
strong PCC assume that the grammar is insensitive to the exact person specification of IO.
The contrast between (3) and (4) however shows that the grammar is does treat 3- and
1/2-IOs differently when it comes to repairs.
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2.2 3-3-Effects

In addition to the PCC, BC shows restrictions on combinations of third person clitics (Bonet
1991, 1995). The transparent 3-IO cliticl(z)i cannot be combined with the 3-DO (@)l(s),
as in (5). This structure is repaired in the same way as PCC-contexts with 3-IOs: IO is
realized opaquely as /i/, without the person marker /l/.

(5) [. . . ]
[. . . ]

@ls

3ACC.PL

{*- li /
{*3DAT/

-i}
DAT}

donaŕe
will.give.1

dem̀a
tomorrow

‘I will give them him tomorrow.’ (Bonet 1995:610)

In the context of the syntactic assumptions in §2.1, 3-3-Effects are unexpected, as
3-DOs are assumed not to have person features or not to need licensers for them, and 3-
IOs are assumed to have the same syntactic person features as1/2 ones. 3-3-Effects have
received a variety of morphological accounts (e.g. Perlmutter 1971, Bonet 1995, Nevins
2007) building on the idea that only one instance of 3-features can be present in a clitic
cluster. Authors differ on how the offending clusters assume their observed form, often
relying on some form of morphological readjustment at PF.

2.3 A Unified Perspective on Person Effects in Barcelonı́ Catalan

DO:
IO:

Clitics:

Features of
of IO:

Transp.: 3 1/2 [te-l] DAT+PER

PCC:
1/2 1/2 ✗ ✗ (a-pron.)
1/2 3 [te-i] DAT

3-3: 3 3 [l-i] DAT

Table 2: Person Effects.

Table 2 summarizes the relevant combinations of 3- and 1/2-
pronouns and realizations of IO (DO clitics are in italics).
DO always surfaces with person marking. In both PCC and
3-3-Effects, the person features of DO determine whether
IO is realized with or without person features. 1/2-DOs as
well as 3-DOs cause 3-IOs to surface without person fea-
tures. 1/2-DOs in addition restrict the possibility of 1/2-IOs,
forcing them to be realized as strong pronouns. 3-DOs on
the other hand do not affect the realization of 1/2-IOs. Thisdependency can be captured
if in both 3-3-Effects and PCC structures the person probe has access to DO before IO,
and the person features on IO only get checked if they are onesthat DO doesn’t have (§3.1
for the relevant assumptions about person features). Whether or not absence of person
checking on IO leads to ungrammaticality depends on syntactic and morphological fac-
tors. Béjar & Rezac (2003, see discussion of Table 1) argue that failure to check 3-features
does not lead to a crash in the syntax. Consistent with that assumption, 3-IOs in person
effect environments do not cause a crash, but can be realizedwithout person marking in
BC. 1/2-features on the other hand have to be licensed in the syntax, otherwise causing a
crash. This explains the impossibility of an opaque pronounrepair in (4a). In the following
section, I will provide an implementation of this idea basedon (i) the syntactic structure
[IO [ PR DO]], (ii) the articulated person probes of Béjar & Rezac (2009), and (iii) a very
direct relation between checking of a syntactic feature andinsertion of a PF exponent for
that feature.
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3. A Unified Analysis of Person Effects

3.1 Features

On the syntactic side, I adopt the articulated theory of person probes of Béjar & Rezac
(2009) where person probes consist of multiple features that can probe and agree indepen-
dently of each other. Traditional person categories are represented as increasingly larger
sets of privative person features as shown in Table 3 (to be revised in §4). The feature
[π ], person, is common to all person categories and on its own representsthird person.
[PART(ICIPANT)] is shared by first and second person. [SPEA(KER)] distinguishes first
from second person. Person probes contain all of these features, and are licensed if at least
one of them is checked. When only a subset of a probe’s features is checked, the remaining
ones keep probing. For the licensing of goals, I adopt Béjar& Rezac’s (2003) assumption
that 1/2-features, [PART] and [SPEAKER], have to be licensed in the syntax (theirPerson
Licensing Condition, p.55), but that 3-features, [π ], do not need to be licensed, and can
remain unchecked in the syntax without causing a crash. For dative case, I follow much of
the previous literature on PCC in assuming that dative is inherently licensed.

On the morphological side, I adopt a late insertion model like Distributed Morphol-
ogy (Halle & Marantz 1993) where phonological material is inserted after the syntactic
computation. For the specifics of Catalan clitics, I follow Bonet (1991, 1995, 2008 and
references therein) in assuming that BC clitics are morphologically compositional. The
transparent dative /l+i/ contains a 3-marker /l/ found in the same form in DO clitics (see
(5)), and an exponent of dative case /i/. I assume that these are exponents of their ho-
mologue features in syntax, so that /l+i/ is the realizationof [π ]+[DAT]. PF inserts these
exponents only when the relevant features have been checkedin the syntax. Adapting the
lexical insertion rules of Bonet (1995:643) to these assumptions and the feature system in
Table 3 gives the rules in Table 4. The discussion here is limited to person and case (see
Bonet (1995) for a discussion of number and gender in person effects). Since there are no
differences in person effects between first and second person, I will not distinguish them
hereafter and refer to them jointly as ‘1/2’ in tables.

This system predicts a tight correlation between syntacticcontexts where goals fail
to have person features checked, and the absence of morphological expression of these
features. This correlation is limited to third person, as 1/2-features cause a crash in the
syntax when left unchecked.

Person: 1st 2nd 3rd

Feature [π ] [π ] [π ]
Specification: [PART] [ PART]

[SPEA]

Table 3: Feature composition of person
(Béjar & Rezac 2009:42).

a. [SPEA], [PART] 7→ /m/ (first person)
b. [PART] 7→ /t/ (second person)
c. [π ] 7→ /l/ (third person)
d. [DATIVE ] 7→ /i/

Table 4: Lexical Insertion Rules for Catalan
Clitics (to be revised).
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IO↓ \DO 1/2 3

1/2 a.
IO

*




DAT :✓
π :

PART:✗





PR
[

π :✓
PART:✓

]
DO

[
π :✓
PART:✓

]

b.

IO




DAT :✓
π :
PART:✓





w
�

PF: (4b)
/t/

PR
[

π :✓
PART:✓

]
DO

[π:✓]
w
w
w
�

PF: (4c)
/l/

Step 1

Step 2

* t’ m ha recomanat(comp. (4)) te l’ ha recomanat

3 c.

IO
[

DAT:✓
π :

]

w
w
w
�

PF: (4d)
/i/

PR
[

π :✓
PART:✓

]
DO

[
π :✓
PART:✓

]

w
�

PF: (4b)
/t/

t’ /i/ ha recomanat(comp. (3))

︸ ︷︷ ︸

d.

IO
[

DAT:✓
π :

]

w
�

PF: (4d)
/i/

PR
[

π :✓
PART:

]
DO

[π:✓]
w
�

PF: (4c)
/l/

l/i/ ha recomanat(see (5))

PCC 3-3-Effect

Table 5: Licensing person features under cyclic expansion.

3.2 Structure

The bleeding relation between person marking on DO and IO in Table 2 follows if person
effects arise in a structural configuration similar to the one that Rezac (2003) and Béjar &
Rezac (2009) argue underlies eccentric agreement.Eccentric agreementis a phenomenon
where a structurally higher argument (subject/ ergative) only agrees in some feature if a
structurally lower one (object/absolutive) doesn’t. Put differently: the lower argument
bleeds the agreement of the higher one. Béjar & Rezac argue that this arises in a configu-
ration wherePR is merged between the two arguments: [S [PR DO]]. In this configuration,
PR AGREEs with DO first, checks all the features it can against it, and only through the
expansion of the phrase marker in later cycles of the derivation gains access to S to check
whichever features are left over after AGREEing with DO (see Béjar & Rezac 2009 for
details on how cyclic expansion can be implemented).

Adapting this configurations to PCC contexts, person licensing in a configuration
[IO [ PR DO]] derives the bleeding of IO-person by DO.PR would be the applicative head
that introduces datives, similar to the proposal in Adger & Harbour (2007).
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3.3 Deriving PCC and 3-3-Effects

Taken together, the assumptions from the previous sectionsprovide an account of 3-3-
Effects and the PCC as in Table 5. I start by discussing Table 5b. This is the only combina-
tion of 1/2- and 3-clitics that surfaces transparently.PR discharges its features in two steps.
When first merged,PRprobes the [π ]-feature of DO. During later cycles of the derivation, it
gains access to the features in IO and in a second step probes IO’s [PART] feature. The fact
that IO’s [π ] feature remains unchecked is unproblematic, since unchecked [π ] features do
not cause crashes in the syntax. When this structure is spelled ou by the rules in Table 4,
4c inserts the normal 3-marker /l/ for DO and 4b inserts the second-person exponent /t/ for
IO. The latter is unaffected by the unchecked [π ] on IO, as 4b does not refer to [π ].

The PCC is illustrated in the left column. Tree a. shows a combination of 1/2-DO
and a 1/2-IO. WhenPR is first merged, both its [π ] and [PART] features AGREE with DO,
leaving no features to be checked on IO. Since IO has a [PART] feature that goes unchecked,
this structure crashes in the syntax. The situation is different in c., where IO is 3. Again,
DO checks all the features ofPR, but since IO only has a [π ]-feature, which doesn’t cause
a crash in the syntax when left unchecked, the structure survives the syntax and is sent off
to PF. There, 4b inserts a second-person clitic for DO. For IO, only dative case is licensed
allowing the insertion of a dative marker by 4d, but nothing else. The opaque clitic arises
because [π ] can go unlicensed in the syntax and then fails to be spelled out at PF.

A similar situation arises with 3-3-Effects, Table 5d.PR’s [π ]-feature is checked by
DO, leaving none for IO. Again, IO is left with its [π ]-feature unchecked, resulting in the
realization of only dative case at PF.

3.4 Discussion

A derivation wherePR accesses DO before IO combined with articulated person probes
gives a unified account of PCC and 3-3-Effects, and their common repair in BC. Differences
between 1/2- and 3-IOs follow from general assumptions about differences between 1/2-
and 3-features.

The resulting system locates PCC in different parts of the grammar depending on
the person specification on IO. When IO is first or second person, its [PART] feature remains
unchecked in the syntax leading to a crash. When IO is 3 on the other hand, the relevant
structures are syntactically well formed and BC can spell them out because it has an ex-
ponent for the small amount of structure that is licensed on IO. In languages like Spanish,
§5.2, these structures cannot be spelled out, because Spanish lacks a PF exponent for just
dative case, leading to a crash at PF. The unavailability of sentences like (3) in Spanish is
the result of differences in the inventory of PF exponents inthe two languages.

The structures in Table 5 predict the shape of the clitics, but not their order. For the
current purposes, I assume that clitics are ordered by post-syntactic processes (e.g. Bonet
1995). In this respect the proposal here follows Anagnostopoulou’s (2003:310) for the
PCC: syntax derives person restrictions, post-syntactic processes clitic-order. The current
proposal extends the syntactic part from PCC to 3-3-Effectsand derives the repairs for
both of them syntactically. Clitic-order is still the domain of post-syntactic processes but
in the same way for PCC and 3-3-Effects. Walkow (2011) further reduces the scope of
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post-syntactic processes by extending the proposal here toderive the order of opaque and
transparent clitics along with their shape. The resulting system narrows the role of post-
syntactic clitic ordering towards the data that Bonet (1991, 1995) uses to motivate it (local
person clitics and reflexives), and lets both syntactic and post-syntactic processes contribute
to clitic order.

4. A Difference between PCC and 3-3-Effects

So far the account of PCC and 3-3-Effects is completely parallel, but differences between
the two constructions become visible in contexts of clitic doubling. Catalan generally
allows clitic doubling of indirect objects as in (6). But while /i/ in 3-3-Effect contexts can
be doubled, (7), /i/ in PCC contexts cannot (Bonet 1991:212), (8).

(6) En
the

Pau
Pau

li
3DAT

ha
has

presentat
introduced

en
the

Josep
Josep

[a
to

la
the

Maria]
Maria

‘Pau has introduced Josep to Maria’ (Bonet 1991:212)

✓ doubling

(7) En
the

Mateu
Mateu

pensa
thinks

que
that

l
3ACC

-i
DAT

vas
have

entregar
handed.2S

[a
to

la
the

policia]
police

‘Mateoi thinks that you handed himj over to the police.’ (E. Bonet, via e-mail)

✓

(8) * M’
1ACC

i
DAT

ha presentat
introduced

[a
to

la
the

Maria]
Maria

‘S/he has introduced me to Maria.’

*

(comp. (3) without doubling, Bonet 1991:212)

The differences in clitic doubling are indicative of underlying differences between PCC
and 3-3-Effect contexts. I will argue that these differences arise because PCC-/i/ and 3-3-
/i/ are exponents of different syntactic structures, a weakpronoun vs. a clitic in Cardinaletti
& Starke’s (1999) terminology.

Cardinaletti & Starke (1999) observe that the possibility of doubling is constrained
by the size of the doubled pronoun. Pronouns, they show, comein three different sizes:
strong (e.g.a mi in (4)), weak and clitic. Only the smallest ones, clitics, can be doubled by
a DP or strong pronoun. Clitics are also the only pronouns that induce PCC, meaning that
the kind of pronoun needed for doubling is systematically banned in PCC. Both of these
facts can be observed in Italian where the three sizes of pronouns are morphologically
distinct (Cardinaletti & Starke 1999:169–170). Against this backdrop, the impossibility of
doubling in (8) indicates that the indirect object is not a clitic, but a weak pronoun.

The different sizes of pronouns are related to each other such that larger pronouns
subsume the structure of the smaller ones. Clitics and weak pronouns have to compensate
for their structural deficiency by entering into additionallicensing relations. In terms of
feature checking, this additional need for licensing meansthat clitics have to check more
features than weak or strong pronouns. I take the relevant checking relation to be person
checking. The analysis of person effects developed here predicts that the ability of IOs
to check person features is bled by DOs. One might expect thenthat IO-clitics would be
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banned in some person effect environments, and with them clitic-doubling. The difference
between (7) and (8) would follow from the fact that 1/2-DOs have a richer feature specifi-
cation than in 3-DOs and bleed feature checking on IO more severely. To derive this result,
1/2-DOs and 3-IOs have to share some part of their feature specification, and that part has
to be missing on 3-DOs.

Person: 2nd 3rd

Features: [π ] [π ] [π ]
[−PART][+PART]

Table 6: Feature composition of
person goals with [±PART].

PCC: 3-IO 1/2-DO.

IO




DAT :✓
π :
PART:−





w
�

PF: /i/

PR
[

π : ✓

PART:+✓

]
DO

[
π : ✓

PART:+✓

]

w
�

PF: /t/
t’ /i/ ha recomanat

3-3-Effect: 3-IO 3-DO.

IO




DAT : ✓

π :
PART:−✓





w
�

PF: /i/

PR
[

π : ✓

PART:−✓

]
DO

[
π :✓

]

w
w
w
�

PF: /l/
l’ /i/ ha recomanat

Table 7: PCC and 3-3-
Effects in a system with
[±PART(ICIPANT)].

A feature system that delivers this interaction
comes from Adger & Harbour (2007), who argue that
‘3’ is represented in two different ways in the grammar.
They propose that [PART] should be treated as a binary
rather than a privative feature. [+PART] has the same
role the privative [PART] had so far. Minor changes
to the lexical insertion rules in (4) accommodate this
change. The crux of their proposal is in the representa-
tion of third person. Third person can either be specified
as [–PART], or lack a specification for [±PART]. They
suggest that [–PART] is interpreted as animate. Extend-
ing the feature system in Table 3 with a binary [±PART]
feature gives the system in Table 6. Finally, Adger
& Harbour propose that 3-IOs are always specified as
[−PART]. This is motivated on the observation that the
language they discuss, Kiowa, only allows animate IOs.
This association between indirect objects and animacy
does not hold in Catalan (Rigau 1982) or Spanish. For
the time being, I will treat [–PART] as a formal feature
and remain agnostic about what interpretive contribu-
tion it makes beyond third person. I will briefly return to
this issue in §5.3. Assuming that all IOs are specified as
[–PART] reintroduces an asymmetry between the person
specifications of DOs and IOs that has been absent so
far but is part of e.g. Anagnostopoulou (2003), Béjar &
Rezac (2009). While DOs are either [π ] or [π , −PART],
IOs are always [π , −PART]. Assumptions about licens-
ing remain as before. 1/2-features, [SPEAKER] and [+PART], have to be checked in the
syntax and otherwise cause a crash.

Returning to the asymmetry between (7) and (8), I propose that checking [±PART]
on IO is what licenses IO clitics. If [±PART] remains unchecked, only weak pronouns are
possible in IO position. The proposal laid out so far accounts for this asymmetry as in Table
7. For the PCC nothing much changes. DO checks all the features ofPR, no person features
are checked on IO. The normal exponent for the second person is inserted for DO, no per-
son features are checked on IO, hence no person exponent is inserted. Importantly, since
[–PART] remains unchecked on IO, no IO clitics are possible and accordingly no clitic dou-
bling as in (8). For 3-3-Effects, the situation is different. As long as DO is only specified
as [π ], the [±PART] feature of the probe remains active after [π ] has been checked on DO.
WhenPR gains access to IO, it checks that feature on IO. Checking [−PART] on IO allows
IO clitics, and in turn clitic doubling of IO. Insertion works as before. No person exponent
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is inserted for IO since [π ] isn’t checked. Checking [−PART] on IO has no morphological
reflex because no insertion rule refers to it. So despite the fact that IOs in 3-3-Effects are
featurally more complex, they are realized just as in PCC contexts. Assuming that /i/ spells
out two different syntactic structures is consistent with its distribution otherwise. /i/ ap-
pears as the marker of dative on person marked 3-IOs likel(z)i as well as the sole exponent
of inanimate IOs. Presumably, these two are different syntactic structures. Furthermore, /i/
spells out locative (there) and goal (to there) clitics. These are different from one another
as well as different from datives, and only share oblique case with them. The claim that
PCC-/i/ and 3-3-/i/ are different structures is consistentwith the fact that /i/ independently
spells out a variety of very different syntactic structures.

BC-internal differences between PCC and 3-3-Effects can beaccounted for by ex-
tending the feature system to a binary [±PART]. This allows for an account of the differ-
ence between PCC-/i/ and 3-3-/i/ in terms of a categorial difference between clitics and
weak pronouns. The next section shows how assigning [–PART] and interpretation at PF or
not accounts for other patterns of 3-3-Effects.

5. Variants of 3-3-Effects

5.1 Absence of 3-3-Effects: French

Catalan: French:

Syntax: PF: Syntax: PF:

[π ] 7→ /l/ [π ] 7→ /l/
[−PART] 7→ [−PART] 7→ /l/

Table 8: Presence vs absence of
morphological 3-3-Effects.

The previous section developed an account of differ-
ences between 3-3-Effects and PCC internal to BC. The
bigger question however is why and how 3-3-Effects
are frequently absent? In the discussion of Table 7, I
suggested that [–PART] does not receive an interpreta-
tion at PF in Catalan, accounting for the absence of per-
son marking on IO in 3-3-Effects despite [–PART] being
checked. This opens a new perspective on the morphological side of 3-3-Effects as a mis-
alignment between the representations of 3 in syntax and morphology. Syntax has two
ways of representing 3, [π ] and [–PART], but the morphology of BC only interprets one
of them, [π ], as allowing the insertion of a 3-marker, illustrated in Table 8. If PF also in-
serted a 3-marker for [–PART], the morphological side of 3-3-Effects would disappear.For
illustration, consider French. French lacks morphological 3-3-Effects, (9).

(9) Jean
Jean

la
3SG.F.ACC

leur
3PL.DAT

présentera.
will.introduce

‘Jean will introduce her to them.’

Both DO and IO 3-pronouns surface in their transparent forms. Applying the insertion
rules for French in Table 8 to the tree for 3-3-Effects in Table 7 gives that result.

Depending on the inventory of PF exponents, languages express the featural defi-
ciency of IO in 3-3-Effect contexts or not. Only when there isa misalignment between
syntax and PF in the representation of third person do 3-3-Effects have a morphological
effect. The fact that a misalignment between syntax and PF isnecessary for 3-3-Effects to
find morphological expression explains why this happens less commonly.
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Apart from the morphology, the proposal here makes the larger prediction that 3-
3-Effects are generally present in the syntax. One expects to find syntactic restrictions on
clitics in 3-3-Effect environments even in the absence of morphological ones. Bhatt &
Šimı́k (2009) present evidence from binding showing that this might be the case. Even in
languages without morphological 3-3-Effects such as Bulgarian and Greek some forms of
binding into 3-3-clitic clusters are banned. Further investigation of the facts is necessary,
but this is an initial indication for wider syntactic reality of 3-3-Effects.

5.2 Spanish Spurious ‘se’

Spanish has morphological 3-3-Effects. In combinations or3-DOs and IOs, IO surfaces as
the impersonal or reflexive cliticse, (10), Perlmutter’s (1971)spurious seEffect.

(10) A
to

Pedro,
Pedro,

el
the

premio,
prize,

{se
{se

lo
3ACC

/
/
* le
3DAT

lo
3ACC

/
/
* lo
3ACC

le}
3DAT}

dieron
gave

ayer.
yesterday

‘They gave the prize to Pedro yesterday.’ (Bonet 1995:608)

This repair is importantly different from the 3-3-Contextsdiscussed so far. Unlike in
French, there is a morphological effect, suggesting that [π ] and [–PART] do not receive
the same interpretation at PF, but unlike in Catalan, it is implausible to considersean ex-
ponent of just dative case. If it were, one would expect it to be used as a PCC repair, which
it isn’t, (11). Bothle andseare impossible in the presence of a 1/2-DO.

(11) * Pedro
Pedro

{le/
{3DAT/

se}
se}

{te/
{2SG/

me}
1SG}

env́ıa
send-3SG.SUBJ

‘Pedro sends you/me to him’ (Ormazabal & Romero 2007:317)

a. [SPEA], [+PART] 7→ /m(e)/
b. [DAT,–PART] 7→ /e/\ [π ]
c. [π ] 7→ /l/
d. [–PART] 7→ /s(e)/

Table 9: Insertion Rules
for Spanish Clitics.

Looking at the distribution ofseoutside person effects
from the perspective of the feature system proposed here points
towards an interpretation of its ‘spurious’ use.secan appear in
any argument position, thus is plausibly underspecified forcase.
It serves as a third person reflexive and impersonal clitic, ruling
out a specification as [+PART]. The difference betweenseand
pronouns likele and lo suggests that it also is not an exponent of [π ]. This suggest a
specification as [–PART]. As this is the only person feature licensed on IOs in 3-3-Effect
contexts,seis expected to surface there, Table 10. PCC contexts on the other hand disallow
se-IOs as [–PART] is not licensed there. The marker /l/ inle/lo is an exponent of [π ] like in
French or Catalan as shown in Table 9. The morphology of the dative marker /e/ shows why
a Catalan-style repair for PCC using just /e/ is not possible. Catalan /i/ is an independent
morpheme. For pronominal, inanimate datives, /i/ appears in isolation as the only exponent
of IO. In Spanish on the other hand, dative is expressed on 3-IOs by a bound morpheme
/e/ that only appears in combination with /l/. The morphological dependence of /e/ on [π ]
blocks the use of /e/ as a repair for PCC, Table 10.

The system developed in earlier sections naturally extendsto Spanish capturing the
fact that there are morphological 3-3-Effects, but no opaque clitic repairs for PCC. The
differences between the two languages are driven by differences in their clitic inventories
that are generally observable outside of person effect contexts. In terms of the relation
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3-3-Effect: 3-IO 3-DO. PCC: 3-IO 1/2-DO.

IO




DAT : ✓

π :
PART:−✓





w
�

PF: /se/

PR
[

π : ✓

PART:−✓

]
DO

[
π :✓

]

w
w
w
�

PF: /l/
se lo dieron

IO




DAT :✓
π :
PART:−





w
�

PF:*

PR
[

π : ✓

PART:+✓

]
DO

[
π : ✓

PART:+✓

]

w
�

PF: /me/
*me le recomendaron

Table 10: PCC and 3-3-Effects in Spanish.

between the syntax and morphology of 3, Spanish resembles French in assigning both [π ]
and [–PART] an interpretation at PF, but differs from it in that they arenot the same. Since
[π ] and [–PART] are distinct formal features, this kind of dissociation isto be expected.

There are two more possible alignments of the syntax and morphology of 3 in
addition to the ones discussed so far. One is a mirror image ofCatalan, where [–PART]
receives an interpretation at PF, but [π ] doesn’t. This would be a language without overt
3-DO pronouns, but with overt 3-IO ones. In the light of the following section, one might
also expect that such as language has only animate, but no inanimate overt DO-pronouns.
Finally, a language could lack phonologically overt pronouns altogether, assigning neither
[π ] nor [–PART] a PF realization. I leave to future investigation whether these are attested.

5.3 Animate Object Pronouns in Leı́sta-Spanish

Masc.: Fem.:

Acc.:
Animate: le la/le
Unmarked: lo la

Dat.: le

Table 11: 3-clitics in leı́sta
Spanish (Ormazabal & Romero
2007:320).

This section explores how the syntax developed so far
combined with Sauerland’s (2004, 2008) semantics and
pragmatics ofφ -features extends to facts about two series
of DO clitics in some varieties of leı́sta Spanish. The data
are taken from Ormazabal & Romero (2007) and reflect
only one variety in the larger group of the leı́sta dialects.
Ormazabal & Romero (2007) report that some leı́sta va-
rieties of Spanish distinguish between two series of DO
clitics shown in Table 11. Anunmarkedserieslo/la identical to DO-clitics in standard
Spanish. In isolation, these are interpreted as having inanimate referents, (12a). Theani-
mateseries,le/la, on the other hand is interpreted as having animate referents, (12b), and
is syncretic with the 3-IO clitic.

(12) a. lo
3ACC[−Animate]

vi
saw

‘I saw it’

b. le
3ACC[+Animate]

vi
saw

‘I saw him’
(Ormazabal & Romero 2007:231)

Unmarked and animate clitics differ in their behavior in person effect environments. While
unmarked 3-clitics are compatible with 1/2- and 3-IOs (modulo spuriousse), animate ones
are not compatible with either, (13). In this respect, animate pronouns behave like 1/2-
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pronouns in strong PCC languages. An additional fact aboutlo in person effect environ-
ments is that it can have animate referents for many speakers.

(13) a. Te
2.DAT

{lo/
{3ACC/

* le}
3ACC}

di
gave

‘I gave it to you’

b. se
se

{lo/
{3ACC/

* le}
3ACC}

lleve
brought

‘I brought him to her’
(a. from Ormazabal & Romero 2007:321, b. Juan Romero, e-mail)

The key tool for analyzing these facts is that the grammar hastwo representations
for 3: [π ] and [π ,–PART]. The difference between Leśta dialects and standard Spanish
can then be understood in terms of a reanalysis of whatle is an exponent of. In standard
Spanish, it is a bimorphemic exponent of [DAT,π ,–PART]. Leı́sta speakers treat it as a
single exponent [π ,–PART]. Dropping the case specification allowsle to also appear in DO
position. Unmarked pronouns by contrast are only specified as [π ].

a. 1/2-IO 3.ANIM -DO.

* IO




DAT : ✓

π :

PART:+✗





PR
[

π : ✓

PART:−✓

]
DO

[
π : ✓

PART:−✓

]

* te le di(see (13b))

b. 3-IO 3.ANIM -DO.

IO




DAT :✓
π :
PART:−





w
�

PF:*

PR
[

π : ✓

PART:−✓

]
DO

[
π : ✓

PART:−✓

]

w
�

PF: /le/
*se le lleve(see (13c))

Table 12: Animate 3-DOs in com-
bination with IOs in leı́sta Spanish.

These assumptions about features derive the
differences in (13) as in Table 12. Table 12a. shows
a combination of a 1/2-IO and an animate DO. DO
checks both the [π ] and [–PART] features of the probe
leaving none to be checked against IO. Since IO has a
[+PART]-feature, this results in a syntactic crash. An
unmarked pronoun in DO-position, specified only as
[π ], allows a converging derivation analogous to Ta-
ble 5b. This derives the contrast in (13a). Table 12b.
shows the structure for (13b). It is syntactically well-
formed, since IO only has 3-features, but crashes at
PF due to the absence of an individual exponent for
[DAT] in Spanish. secannot be used to repair these
structures because [–PART] is not checked on IO.

How does the difference between [π ] and [π ,–
PART] relate to the difference in interpretation in (12)
and its disappearance in (13)? Sauerland (2004, 2008)
develops a semantics of number, gender and person
based on the idea that their meanings (i) are presup-
positional, (ii) form Horn-scales, and (iii) compete with each other giving rise to pragmatic
strengthening of the meanings of weak scalar items. I will sketch Sauerland’s account for
person and then show how it extends to the more articulated theory of ‘3’ in Table 6.

Sauerland (2004, 2008) adopts a presuppositional account of φ -features, which
brings them into the purview a principle proposed by Heim (1991), given in (14) that
speakers presuppose as much as they can.

(14) Maximize Presupposition: Presuppose as much as possible in your contribution to
the conversation. (Sauerland 2008:63)

This means that aφ -featureF with a presuppositionf has to be used wheneverf is met.
The presupposed meanings ofφ -features in turn form scales ordered by entailment. For
person features, Sauerland proposes that third person imposes no restrictions on the ref-
erent. This is illustrated by sentences likeEveryone of us is responsible, where the third
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person agreement onis does not give rise to an interpretation that everyone excluding the
speaker and the addressee is responsible. First person presupposes that the speaker is one
of the referents, second person that the referent is a situational participant. The last part
of Sauerland’s account is the pragmatics ofφ -features. The presuppositions of the person
categories form a scale ordered by entailment. Third personimplies second person, as the
set of all locally present referents is a subset of all referents. Second person implies first
person, since the speaker is a local person. This scalar ordering interacts with Maximize
Presupposition to give rise to implicatures. Since Maximize Presupposition commands the
use of first or second person whenever possible, the presenceof third person gives rise to
the implicature that the presuppositions of first or second person are not met. This explains
why second person typically excludes reference to the speaker, and third person reference
to local referents. When this competition betweenφ -features is not possible, these impli-
catures do not arise. InEveryone of us is responsiblefirst person plural agreement on the
matrix verb is ruled out by syntactic factors. Accordingly,there is no implicature that only
referents other than the speaker are responsible.

How can Sauerland’s account be integrated into the current assumptions to derive
the variable behavior oflo/la? Despite being motivated on a completely different set of
assumptions, the semantic entailment relations between person categories mirror those be-
tween the features in Table 3. To extend the system to [±PART], I adopt (i) Sauerland’s
semantics of second person for [+PART], and (ii) Adger & Harbour’s proposal that [–PART]
is interpreted as animate. This creates an ordering where [π ,–PART] entails [π ]. Since all
participants are also animate, first and second person stillentail [π ,–PART]. This ordering
in combination with pragmatic competition gives rise to thevariable interpretation oflo/la
in (12a) vs (13a). In (12a), nothing prevents the use ofle DO position. Its absence in com-
bination with Maximize Presupposition gives rise to the implicature that the presupposition
of le is not met, hence that the referent oflo is inanimate. In (13a) on the other hand, the
syntax of person features blocks the use ofle in DO position. In the absence of competi-
tion betweenle andlo, no implicature arises thatlo is inanimate and it can accordingly be
interpreted as animate or inanimate.

Combining the syntactic assumptions argued for in the first sections of this pa-
per with the semantics and pragmatics ofφ -features in Sauerland (2004, 2008) provides
a simple account of the variable interpretationlo/la inside and outside person effect envi-
ronments, as well as the syntactic restrictions on clitic combinations involving DO-le. The
account, however, does not provide a full explanation for the syncretism between DO- and
IO-le. The account rests on reintroducing the assumption that [–PART] is linked to animacy.
I argued above that this assumption must be dropped for Spanish and Catalan. If so, the
difference between standard Spanish and leı́sta Spanish involves not only a reinterpretation
of what featuresle is an exponent of, but also a different interpretation of [–PART]. Why
[–PART] has this interpretation is unexplained in the current proposal.
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